Abstract-In this paper, the spatial consistency of wireless massive single-input multiple-output channels in a cellular small cell scenario is evaluated based on measurements taken in Berlin city. The evaluation is done by computing the similarity of covariance matrices over distance. As similarity measure the correlation matrix distance is used. A classification of the measurement tracks based on the shape of the curves into four different categories is done.
I. INTRODUCTION
In wireless communications research, simulations play an important role. They enable early and accurate evaluation or comparison of new techniques, for example in 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standardization [1] or in most of the recent research papers. An essential part of each wireless transmission simulation is the underlying channel and the modeling of it [2] . There are various channel models but it is out of the scope of this paper to provide an overview; the interested reader is referred to [3] . Assumptions taken for the modeling of the channel directly impact or limit simulation results. For example, while the assumption of independent fading between users may hold in a multiple-user multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) transmission, this assumption cannot be used to evaluate techniques utilizing channel correlation. One example of such a scheme is joint spatial division and multiplexing (JSDM) [4] , where users are clustered into groups with similar channel properties prior to data-transmission.
It is intuitive that users close to each other experience similar wireless channels to the same transmitter. The feature that models such behavior, called spatial consistency, was first introduced in [5] and further discussed in [1] and researchers have been focusing on this topic ever since. In [6] Kurras et. al. provide an evaluation of the 3GPP spatial consistency feature implemented in the open source channel model quasideterministic radio channel generator (QuaDRiGa) [7] , taking into account angular distance, chordal distance and the correlation matrix distance (CMD). In [8] measurements at 73 GHz are conducted with a single horn antenna at both ends, where the transmit antennas are fixed and the receive antennas sweep with a 5
• resolution. With such a measurement setup the angular spread of multi-path component (MPC) can not sufficiently be measured. Additionally, with a wavelength of ≈ 0.41 mm and a given measurement density of 0.2 m which is approximately a resolution of 50 wavelengths, the changes in the phases of the multi-path components can not be captured accurately. [9] provides a purely simulation based study where the spatial consistency of dominant MPCs in a high-speed train scenario is evaluated comparing the 3GPP channel model with ray-tracing. In [10] , the spatial consistency in vehicles is compared between the 3 − 11 GHz and 55 − 65 GHz bands. However, the evaluation only focuses on power-delay, without taking any angular information into account.
In this paper, we use single-input multiple-output (SIMO) measurements including angular information of the MPCs [11] to provide an evaluation of the spatial consistency feature. The angular information is obtained with the help of a cylindrical antenna array at the receive base station (BS). With a measurement center frequency of 3.675 GHz in a small-cell like deployment, the result shown in this paper can directly be considered for the upcoming cellular fifth generation (5G) systems 1 . In the remainder of this paper, we provide details on the CMD evaluation metric for spatial consistency in Section II. In Section III, details of the underlying measurement campaign are given, which are used for results in Section IV. Finally, Section V summarizes our findings and concludes this paper.
II. SPATIAL CONSISTENCY Previous geometry-based stochastic channel models (GSCMs) suffer from the lack of realistic correlation in the small-scale fading (SSF), i.e. even though the large scale parameters (LSPs) are always spatially consistent, the models fail to provide correlated SSF, governed by the position of the scattering clusters. The 3GPP proposed a new channel model for the upcoming 5G of wireless communications in [1] . This model solves the drawbacks in previous GSCMs and a part of it is the introduction of the so called spatial consistency feature. With spatial consistency, two closely located users will not only have similar LSPs, they will also observe similar angles of received MPCs.
In order to evaluate the spatial consistency feature, authors in [6] compared different performance metrics, among which the covariance matrix based ones have provided reasonable and representative results. The covariance matrix is assumed to be slow time-varying and is therefore a suitable key performance indicator (KPI) for evaluating the spatial correlation between users [4] , [6] . Thanks to this property, lots of studies on user clustering are established on covariance matrix based similarity measures (e.g. chordal distance [13] , [4] or CMD [14] ). Therefore, this paper focuses on the covariance matrix based CMD metric for evaluation of the spatial consistency and details on how the covariance matrix is obtained are provided next.
A. Covariance Matrix
The covariance matrix is obtained by averaging the channel coefficients over the time duration τ and the number of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing subcarriers N . Channel coefficients between the transmitter and the receiver at time t on the n-th subcarrier are denoted as H t,n ∈ C nr×nt , where n r and n t are the number of antennas at the receiver and the transmitter, respectively. The covariance matrix at the receiver side R ∈ C nr×nr is often defined as
without further explanation on how exactly the covariance matrix can be obtained [4] , [14] , because the covariance matrix is directly generated in the simulations and Gaussian noise is added for individual channel realizations. In Eq.
(1), E[·]
denotes the expectation value. However, in our case the covariance matrix has to be obtained from discrete measurements and is calculated as
It can be seen from Eq. (2) that the covariance matrix depends on the selection of the averaging time τ and the averaging bandwidth represented by N . Based on the covariance matrix according to Eq. (2), details on the CMD to study the spatial correlation between two user is given next.
B. Correlation Matrix Distance
The CMD was proposed in [13] and served as a novel measure to track the changes in spatial structure of nonstationary MIMO channels. Results in [6] have shown a strong correlation between the physical distance and the CMD. Given the covariance matrices of two users (R 1 ,R 2 ), the similarity measure based on CMD, according to [13] , can be obtained by
where Tr(·) denotes the "trace" operator. The CMD based similarity measure is a normalized metric which is upperbounded by 1 in the case of R 1 and R 2 being collinear, and lower-bounded by 0 in the case of R 1 and R 2 being orthogonal.
III. MEASUREMENTS
The massive SIMO small cell measurements have been taken in Berlin City close to Fraunhofer Heinrich Hertz Institute (HHI) main building. Fig. 1 shows a map of the measurement area, where circles with numbers 1 to 3 and 5 to 7 represent BS locations and the colored lines with text "Tx01" to "Tx26" next to it denote the measurement tracks. The strokes at one end together with small arrows indicate the starting point of the tracks and circles at the other end represent the end point. At each BS location two different BS heights of 3 m and 6 m have been measured. The BS locations 1 to 3 are associated with tracks 1 to 12 and belong to the "Campus" scenario. The remaining BS locations 5 to 7 with measured tracks 13 to 26 belong to the "Open Street" scenario. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the tracks cover line of sight (LoS) and non-line of sight (NLoS) situations in both scenarios.
For the BS we used a uniform cylindrical array (UCA) with 16 columns and 4 stacked dual-polarized patch antennas resulting in 128 antenna elements in total, shown in Fig. 2 . Inside the UCA a "128 to 1" radio frequency (RF) selfdeveloped switch was used making it possible to measure all antenna with the same RF receiver chain sequentially. For transmit antenna at the mobile device an omni-directional vertically polarized single antenna from Huber+Suhner model "1399.17.0111" was used.
The complete measurement setup is shown in Fig. 3 . During the measurements the transmit antenna was moved along the 40 m tracks at a height of 1.5 m with a constant speed of ≈ 1.8 km/h. The BS antenna was receiving Chadoff-Zho like sounding sequences of 1024 sample-length with a duration of 4.1 µs. Switching all 128 antenna elements at the BS, called a complete SIMO short-term time sample (STTS), was measured every 1.08 ms. This includes already some real-time averaging. The signal bandwidth was 250 MHz with a center frequency of 3.675 GHz. Transmitter and receiver have been synchronized by a self-developed Rubidium clock. A longterm time sample (LTTS) consists of numerous short-term time samples (STTSs), where τ out of them are used for covariance matrix averaging, and has a time interval of 0.66 s, see Fig. 4 . Each track is divided into 120 LTTSs. Further details of the measurement campaign are given by Raschkowski et. al. in [11] and by Pitakdumrongkija et. al. in [15] .
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The main measurement and data processing parameters are listed in Table I . For covariance matrix calculation according to Eq. (2), a window length of τ = 10 STTSs is applied. Since no studies are available on reliable covariance matrix calculation with respect to (w.r.t.) τ , the choice of τ in our work is heuristic and requires further investigation. Next, we provide a classification of the measurement tracks, followed by a thorough analysis of the results. 
A. Track Classification
After a thorough examination of each track with its serving BS and corresponding surroundings shown in Fig. 1 , we sort each measurement into one of the following classes:
The track is approximately radial/perpendicular to the BS and LoS is available throughout the whole track. • Other: The curve shape of the spatial consistency does not follow the other classes. Table II maps the measurement tracks from Fig. 1 to the classes given above. Note that due to the highly dynamic transmission environment, e.g. transition from LoS to NLoS or vice versa, and obstacles that are not shown in the measurement map, e.g. parking cars, the above-mentioned classes can not cover all measurements. Therefore, we leave out evaluation of the measurements in the "Other" class for future work. We can see from the table that except for the "Far away" class, each class contains tracks from both "Campus" and "Open Street" scenario.
In order to study the behavior of the CMD similarity w.r.t. distance, we set the starting LTTS of each measurement as user 1, while treating each of the remaining LTTSs as user 2 moving away from user 1. Therefore, the d CMD between two users can be calculated according to Eq. (3) for each track. Fig. 5 shows the CMD similarity of class "LoS radial" over distance. For visualizing purpose, the area between the minimum and maximum d CMD over all tracks in the class at each LTTS is shown as a gray cover plot. Otherwise, the many lines within the same figure would be hard to distinguish. Instead, two representative d CMD curves are given to show the dynamic range of the measurement tracks. We can see in Fig. 5 that in this class the average d CMD drops steadily over distance but overall remains high, e.g. mostly above 0.5 up to 20 m. This high correlation can be explained by the LoS condition and that most of the power is received by the LoS path.
Similarly, Fig. 6 shows results for the "LoS tangential" class. Here d CMD decreases almost proportionally with the distance down to 0.1. In comparison to the "LoS radial" class, the "LoS tangential" class decreases faster. This can be explained by the change in angles. In the "LoS radial" class, where the tracks are perpendicular to the BS, moving along tracks only changes the elevation angle of the MPCs, whereas in class "LoS tangential", where the tracks are tangential to the BS, moving along tracks changes both azimuth and elevation angles of the MPCs. The additional change in the azimuth angle of the MPCs causes the steeper decrease in d CMD .
Next, the "Far away" class is shown in Fig. 7 . It is of interest to note that the CMD similarity fluctuates over distance and no significant decrease is observed for tracks in this class. This is due to the fact that distance between users has a smaller impact on the channel for users located far away from the BS than the ones which are closer to the BS. To further elaborate, the change in channel coefficients is dependent on the ratio of At last, Fig. 8 shows the "Uncorrelated" class. In this case, low correlation is observed in the measurements, since d CMD drops below 0.4 after the first few LTTSs. A cross-check with Fig. 1 shows that most of these measurements are taken on tracks without direct LoS to the serving BS. This indicates that the angles of the received MPCs at the BS change rapidly even by moving the transmitter for 1 m. One explanation for this could be a fast change of scattering objects that results in non-continuous phase and amplitude jumps of MPCs. This is also called "death" and "birth", or lifetime, of scatterers. In our measurements this relates to scatterers observed by the BS which was a UCA deployed on a pole and therefore able to receive MPCs from all azimuth directions.
B. Result Analysis
These 4 classifications show that the spatial consistency depends less on the LSPs of a given scenario and more on the individual geometry, as both the "Campus" and "Open Street" scenarios appear in the same classes. In general, the similarity of covariance matrices decreases over distance. However, depending on each classification, the similarity can have large variation locally, e.g. the similarity remains high over 40 m distances in the "Far-Away" category, whereas in the "Uncorrelated" category, the similarity is barely seen. Furthermore, the similarity of the covariance matrices is decreasing within a very short distance in many of the NLoS scenarios. This indicates that clustering of users based on covariance matrix similarity can be difficult to achieve in NLoS scenarios.
The above described effects are not captured by the current 3GPP proposal of the spatial consistency feature where only a single dependency on the "correlation distance" and the distance between users is captured, see [6] . Therefore, an extension of the spatial consistency feature in [1] is required. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we evaluate the spatial consistency feature based on SIMO measurements with angular information of the MPCs. By studying the behavior of d CMD over distance we categorize each track into one of the "LoS radial", "LoS tangential", "Far away" and "Uncorrelated" classes. In general, the similarity decreases over distance, however, the speed of decreasing varies form class to class due to individual geometry. Moreover, low similarity is observed in the NLoS scenarios, proving it difficult to cluster users in such scenarios. These findings could be beneficial for future 3GPP proposal in channel model. This work is a first step to motivate a further and deeper analysis of the measurement data with respect to spatial Fig. 7 . CMD similarity over distance for the tracks in class "Far away" according to Table II . Fig. 8 . CMD similarity over distance for the tracks in class "Uncorrelated" according to Table II. consistency. As a next step, we will analyze the dependency of the spatial consistency from angular spread and K-factor to better understand in which radio environments massive MIMO schemes that utilize similarity in covariance matrices can be applied. This will also include a direct comparison with the 3GPP spatial consistency feature. Moreover, the authors thank their Fraunhofer HHI colleagues for conducting the measurements, which is done by Fabian Undi, Leszek Raschkowski and Stephan Jaeckel.
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